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Attn:

Potential clients of Excalibur Traffic

My name is Steve Wasson of Lacombe, AB. A few months ago I had gotten into various traffic-related
offenses and needed legal representation as I faced serious consequences due to my poor judgement
behind the wheel. I had originally sought legal counsel in Red Deer to help explain the charges and help
mitigate the damages I would face in court. The lawyer listened to my story and immediately gave me Mr.
Ed Cole’s contact details as Ed would be better able to address my upcoming legal issues.
Upon first contacting Mr. Cole I felt calmer in that he is a no-nonsense professional who would take on the
task of helping me. He speaks in clear language and expects the same from his client. I had an immediate
sense he would use his vast knowledge of the traffic court system as he can apply his past RCMP expertise
and pair it with his clients current traffic issues. I particularly enjoyed hearing Ed explain to never lie to him
(i.e. with facts of the case) or else he would drop me as a client. I mirror the same with my
colleagues/clients so an immediate match was made.
I was not looking to get away with any of the offense I incurred but Ed explained that there is a
system/process in place and he would do his best to lessen the severity of each offence. I felt relieved and
assured that Mr. Cole was able to represent me in court (on a couple occasions). I did not see the inside of a
courtroom and simply followed Ed’s requests and guidance so he was best prepared to represent my case.
Mr. Cole’s best attributes are his clear language, excellent communication format (whether on phone, text
or email) coupled with his knowledge of the law and court system. Mr. Cole is simply worth every single
dollar of his fee that he charged me. Now that my case is complete I can now put the events behind me and
continue a better path behind the wheel.
In closing, Mr. Ed Cole helped me immensely; from the initial call, along the fact-finding process, to Crown
submissions and to final resolution. I highly recommend using Mr. Ed Cole (Excalibur Traffic) when
addressing any driving-related offense. In the event myself or other friends, family or colleagues need
traffic court advice, I would immediately recommend using Mr. Ed Cole.
Regards,

Steve Wasson, P.Eng

